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Abstract. Aiming at the problem of identity privacy security in blockchain algorithm, an improved identity 

privacy enhancement (GSPoV) consensus algorithm is proposed based on the PoV for the consortium 

blockchain. Firstly, a group signature mechanism is introduced in the consensus process, which can verify the 

validity of the signature, but can’t determine the signer, and the identity of the user is anonymous, thus 

enhancing the privacy protection of the real identity information. Secondly, the random selection algorithm of 

butler node in PoV consensus mechanism is improved, which reduces the possibility of mischief of butler node 

and group administrator, and enhances the security of GSPoV consensus algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

Blockchain is a new decentralized protocol, which constructs a decentralized distributed system by 

combining digital encryption, consensus algorithm, distributed storage, time stamp and so on [1]. In recent 

years, many scholars are carrying on the blockchain consensus algorithm research. However, with the 

development and wide application of blockchain technology, the problem of privacy leakage becomes more 

and more serious, which must be paid more attention to. The existing blockchain-based digital currency is not 

completely anonymous [2], with the increase of the number of user transactions, we can trace the source of 

funds through the transaction law and clustering analysis technology to obtain the transaction information of 

account number [3]. Reid[4] analyses the public transaction records to get the transaction network topology 

and the user topology, and found the relationship between the public key address and the user through the 

traffic analysis and the time analysis of the direct or indirect transaction between the users, the anonymity of 

the user is compromised. Dorit [5] downloads the complete history of transactions on the blockchain to the 

local, and then analyse the transaction records to identify the user's address and identity information and their 

transaction activities. Therefore, blockchain algorithm has the risk of identity privacy leakage. 

At present, blockchain can be divided into public chain, consortium blockchain and private chain. As a 

compromise between private chain and public chain, consortium blockchain adds identity access mechanism, 

which improves security and is more suitable for realizing "partially decentralized" alliance ecology among 

some existing commercial organizations, to make alliances more efficient and fair. In 2017, Kejiao Li proposed 

a novel consensus algorithm PoV [6] for consortium blockchain. The consensus process of separating voting 

right and executive right of PoV can realize decentralized management in the consortium blockchain, which 

depends on the credibility of the alliance commissioners and other nodes. Compared with other consensus 

algorithms, PoV has stronger fault tolerance and better trading performance. Therefore, this paper will carry 

out the research on enhancing the security of user identity in the blockchain based on PoV. 
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At the same time, as a special digital signature mechanism, group signature[7][8] is used in the traditional 

privacy protection scheme, which not only has the security attribute of the traditional digital signature, but also 

allows group members to sign on behalf of the whole group anonymously, and the group administrator can 

track the signer if necessary. Therefore, group signature can achieve anonymity and traceability at the same 

time, it has a strong research and application value. 

In this paper, an improved consensus algorithm model (GSPoV) for consortium blockchain is proposed 

based on group signature technology to solve the problems of PoV consensus algorithm such as identity 

privacy leakage, random number algorithm still need to be improved. 

2. PoV Algorithm Analysis 

PoV is a voting-based consensus mechanism for the consortium blockchain, with good collaboration and 

participation through the design of specific consensus mechanisms, mainly used in the global regions of 

enterprises or institutions, such as the formation of the alliance jointly maintained the consortium blockchain 

system. There are four following roles in PoV consensus process: commissioner, butler, butler candidate and 

ordinary user. Commissioner has the right to recommend, vote and evaluate the butler, and has the obligation 

to verify the block, vote and forward the transaction data. Butlers are given a limited number of rights by the 

consortium blockchain to specialize in producing blocks. The appearance of the butler meant the separation of 

the right to vote from the right to execute. Candidates for butlers are voted by all commissioners to become 

butlers. Blocks are created in random order during the term of office and are re-elected at the end of the term.  

As can be seen from PoV consensus process, the commissioner nodes sign the transaction data separately 

and collect it in the transaction pool of all the butler nodes, and the signature of the transaction data in the 

algorithm is the same as other blockchain algorithms, the protection of true identity privacy is not considered, 

as stated in the introduction, there is a risk that the true identity information of the node will be revealed. 

3. GSPoV Algorithmic Design 

Based on the analysis of PoV algorithm, combined with group signature technology and practical 

application, this paper proposes the following improvement schemes: In order to protect the identity privacy 

of member nodes, a group signature scheme is introduced to hide the true identity of member nodes. Changes 

the transaction processing way, adds the transaction node list, the convenient formation group. The random 

number generation algorithm is modified to enhance the security of Butler node and GM, and reduce the 

possibility of malfeasance. 

3.1. Random Number Generation Algorithm 

The generation of each block corresponds to a random number that points to the number of the next butler 

to be appointed to ensure that the butlers take turns generating blocks in a random order. In the random number 

generation algorithm of PoV, the problem is that the malicious node can deliberately delay the sending time 

and fabricate the timestamp, so that the system uses the fabricated C_time and timestamp to calculate the 

random number source, and controls the generation law of the number of the on-duty butler to complete the 

evil. We modify the signature and timestamp of C_time as median mid=⌊C_timemax/2⌋ to get random source 

R_source. 

                                              R_source=C_time[mid-1] ⊕ C_sign[mid-1]                                               (1) 

R_source is more random and prevents malicious falsification of data, reducing the likelihood of 

malfeasance by butlers and GM. 

3.2. Consensus Process 

GSPoV retains the node identity setting of PoV and adds the group administrator node GM, which is 

randomly selected from the steward node to reduce the risk of being hijacked. In a tenure cycle Tw, the butler 

nodes rotate into blocks in a random order and are subject to re-election upon expiration of their tenure. GM 

does not change during the term of service, and upon expiration of the term of service, reselects from the list 
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of butlers for the next period. Add transaction node list U={U1,U2,...,Un}, which records the node information 

needed to generate transactions in each tenure period Tw. 

 Step1: System initialization 

The commissioner node with the lowest public key hash value is selected as the acting butler to complete 

the election of the steward node and the identity transformation of each node, and the creation block is 

published. If a creation block exists in the system, initialization is skipped. 

 Step2: Create group 

The random number generation algorithm is used to select the group manager GM from the butler list. GM 

groups the nodes in the transaction node list U into a group. Set the security parameter s to generate the public 

key Gpk and the private key Gmsk of GM. Then the transaction node Ui negotiates the signature private key Uski 

with the GM. The Ui generates the transaction data m, and uses the private key Uski to generate an anonymous 

signature σm to the transaction m, and forwards the transaction m to the butler after the signature is completed. 

 Step3: Transaction processing 

All butler nodes listen for transaction data and put valid transaction data into the transaction pool. The on-

duty butler takes some transactions from the transaction pool and wraps them in a pre-block, send it to all 

commissioners. Commissioners vote on pre-block. 

 Step4: Effective Block 

When the duty butler receives the consent vote from half the commissioners, it serializes the data into a 

string, appends the Pre-Header, adds the block generation time and the next duty butler number R, generates 

the Final-Header, and publishes it to the entire network. If the block does not receive more than half of the 

votes, the block is not valid, set R=R+1, jump to step 3. Fig. 1 shows a consensus model of tenure cycles. 

 
Fig. 1: Consensus model of one tenure cycle. 

4. Performance Analysis 

4.1. Analysis of Communication Overhead 

Let the total number of consensus nodes in the consortium blockchain be Nall（Nall>3）, the number of 

commissioner nodes be Nc, the number of butler nodes be Nb. 

A．Communication Overhead on PoV 

The consensus process can be analysed to calculate the number of times a full set of PoV consensus needs 

to be communicated. The calculation scope includes four main stages: The initiation of the transaction, the 

butler's handling of the transaction, the voting of the commissioners, and the generation of the effective block. 

At the same time, assuming the probability of invalid block is p, the highest total communication times of the 

four stages are obtained from the analysis of  PoV consensus process. 

    W1 = 𝑁𝑐(5 + 𝑁𝑏)(1 + 𝑝) + 𝑁𝑎𝑙𝑙  (2) 
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B．Communication Overhead on GSPoV 

According to the analysis of GSPoV consensus process, the number of network communication is Nc in 

the stage of transaction node list creation. The number of network communication is 2 Nc+Nall in the group 

establishment stage, and the consumption is the same as PoV in the other stages. Therefore, the number of 

network traffic of GSPoV can be obtained. 

                            W2 = 3𝑁𝑐 + 𝑁𝑐(5 + 𝑁𝑏)(1 + 𝑝) + 2𝑁𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 3𝑁𝑐 + 𝑁𝑎𝑙𝑙 + W1                                    (3)                                        

Let K be the ratio of the communication overhead of the two algorithms.   

𝐾 =
𝑁𝑐(5 + 𝑁𝑏)(1 + 𝑝) + 2𝑁𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑁(5 + 𝑁𝑏)(1 + 𝑃) + 3𝑁𝑐 + 2𝑁𝑎𝑙𝑙
                                                         (4) 

Because the number of commissioners is close to the total number of nodes in the active consortium 

blockchain system (Nc≈Nc). Because of the high trustworthiness of the nodes in the consortium blockchain, 

the probability of invalid blocks is small when the consensus system works stably, let P be minimal. 

𝐾 ≈
6 + 𝑁𝑏

10 + 𝑁𝑏
                                                                                (5) 

It can be seen that K is strongly related to the number of butter nodes Nb. when Nb is larger, the cost of 

both is closer. In a large group usage scenario that is actually active, as the number of nodes increases, so does 

the number of butler nodes, the cost of the two algorithms is closer. Therefore, GSPoV algorithm does not 

significantly increase the communication overhead of the consensus process in the case of large groups. 

4.2. Security Analysis 

The entry of nodes in the consortium blockchain system has undergone a corresponding authentication 

mechanism, such as third-party-based identity authentication, pure distributed identity authentication and other 

combination of cryptography technology, therefore, its use scenario has a high degree of credibility. It has 

been demonstrated in the literature that PoV can effectively prevent Double Spend Attack, Selfish Mining, and 

Sybil Attack. After adding group signature mechanism, the GSPoV algorithm in this paper not only retains the 

security properties of PoV, but also adds the following features: 

 Anonymity: The group signature mechanism is added to verify the validity of the signature transaction, 

but the signer can't be determined. The user's identity information is anonymous. 

 Traceability: In the event of a dispute, the GM can "open" the disputed signature, locate the true signer, 

and track it down. 

Due to objective reasons, it is impossible to use the experimental resources in the laboratory of the school 

in the near stage, build the experimental network to test the throughput and delay of consensus algorithm, and 

complete the performance comparison between GSPoV and PoV. At present, only the feasibility of GSPoV is 

verified by simulation. This part of work will be one of the follow-up work of this paper, and will be 

implemented when conditions permit. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, an improved algorithm model GSPoV based on PoV is proposed, in the usage scenario of 

"partial decentralization" of the alliance chain, the group signature mechanism is added to verify the validity 

of the signature transaction, but the signer cannot be determined. The users' identity information is anonymous, 

which enhances the protection of the real identity privacy in the system. At the same time, the random number 

generation algorithm of PoV is improved to reduce the possibility of malicious nodes to do evil, further ensure 

the credibility of butler nodes and ensure the security of the consensus process. Future work will continue to 

optimize the algorithm details, further reduce network traffic consumption, and build a test platform in the 

actual network environment to complete the throughput and delay performance verification and further 

optimization. 
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